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The Precambrian Apsley gneiss forms part of the Grenville Series, outcropping mainly in
Chandos Township in southeastern Ontario. The principal member is a biotite-microclineoligoclase-quartz rock. Its original premetamorphic nature cannot be determined by geological
criteria: the most likely protoliths are silicic volcanics or sandstones.
Analyses of 49 specimens are compared in various ways with large numbers of igneous and
sedimentary rocks of similar ranges in bulk composition. Two-variate scatter diagrams proposed
by Kohler and Raaz, by Weisbrod, and by Moine and de la Roche permit identification of sedimentary parentage in favorable cases. Discriminatory analysis is better, and the following function (wt. % values) is recommended for rocks of this kind:
D F = 10.44 - 0.21Si0, - 0.32Fe20, (total F e )
+ 0.55Ca0 + 1.46Na20 0.54K,O

+

-

0.98Mg0

Positive values of D F indicate probable igneous parentage; negative values are sedimentary.
Discriminant functions including trace elements cannot be adequately appraised until more data
are available for ordinary sedimentary rocks.
The Apsley biotite gneiss is probably a series of interstratified silicic volcanics (about 6 0 % )
and sandstones.
Le gneiss prtcambrien d'Apsley forme une partie de la SCrie Grenville, avec des affleurements i
plusieurs endroits dans le comte de Chandos du sud-est de I'Ontario. Le membre principal en
est une roche a biotite-microcline-oligoclase-quartz. Sa nature premetamorphique originale ne
peut @tredeterminee par les crittres geologiques: les protolithes les plus vraisemblables sont des
roches volcaniques siliciques ou des grPs.
Des analyses de 49 sptcimens sont comparies de rnanihre difftrente avec beaucoup de roches
ignCes et roches sedimentaires de compositions globales semblables. Le diagrammes de dispersion & 2 variates proposCs par Kiihler et Raaz, par Weishrod, Maine et de la Roche, permettent
I'identification de parentage stdimenlaire dsns leg cns favorahles. Une analyse discriininatoire
est prfferable ct In fonction suivante (valeur de poids en 5%) est recornmandie pour les roches
de ce cas:
D F = 10.44 - 0.21Si0, - 0.32Fe20, (total F e ) - 0.98Mg0
+ 0.55Ca0 1.46Na20 0.54K,O

+

+

Des valeurs positives de D F indiquent probablement un parentage igne; des valeurs negatives,
un parentage sedimentaire. Les fonctions discriminatoires, incluant les elements trace, ne peuvent
pas ttre 6valuCes correctement du fait de manque de donnCes concernant les roches sedimentaires
ordinaires.
Le gneiss B biotite d'Apsley correspond probablement k une serie de roches volcaniques siliciques, interstratifits (60% environ), et de grts.

Introduction
The Apsley gneiss is a foliated quartzo-feldspathic rock which underlies much of the western
part of Chandos Township, Peterborough
County, Ontario (Fig. 1 ) . It occurs also in the
adjacent townships of Anstruther, Burleigh, and
Methuen, and is named from the village of
Apsley (Simony 1960, p.1; Adams and Barlow
1910, p. 181).
Outcrops are scarce in this part of Ontario, seldom exceeding 1 % of the earth's surCanadian Journal of Earth Sciences, 9, 18 (1972)

face. Available exposures moreover show great
complexity in structural relations. Nevertheless,
attempts have been made to unravel the history
of the thick series of stratified rocks which occur hereabouts, and to which the Apsley gneiss
belongs. This series was named the Chandos
Subgroup (Table 1 ) and forms part of the
Grenville Series, in at least one sense of that
term (Hewitt 1956; Wynne-Edwards 1967).
Owing to structural complexities it is impossible
to assess adequately the stratigraphic thickness
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of these metamorphic formations; repetition by
folding is common, and tectonic thickening and
thinning are widespread, especially in the
marbles. The Apsley gneiss has behaved in a
less plastic manner than the marbles, and its
attitude near Chandos Lake suggests a thickness
not exceeding 1500 m.
Although the unit includes amphibolite and
pelitic horizons, the greater part of the Apsley
gneiss is a biotite-quartz-feldspar gneiss. The
original nature of these amphibolite facies rocks
cannot readily be determined, because of a total
absence of textural or compositional evidence.
The stratified nature suggests three possible
protoliths: (a) graywacke or sandstone; ( b )
silicic volcanic flows or tuffs; and (c) intrusive
igneous sill or sills. The thickness and areal
extent of the gneiss make the third possibility
untenable, and part of this paper is devoted to
the two previous alternatives.
Gysin and Vallet (1949) listed various field
and petrographic criteria that may serve to help
distinguish metamorphosed arkose from igneous
rocks. These include: ( a ) intercalation in a
sedimentary sequence; (b) rapid change in
grain-size and composition from bed to bed; (c)
passage into quartzite or conglomerate; and ( d )
presence of rounded grains and even pebbles.
The highly metamorphosed nature of the Apsley
gneiss prevented use of such criteria.
Following regional metamorphism of the
Apsley gneiss and associated strata, the Loon
Lake pluton was forcibly intruded, giving rise
to intrusion breccias and to a contact metamorphic aureole. Much of the pluton is syenitic,
but towards the north there is an extensive zone
rich in granite and granodiorite, interspersed
with screens and irregular bodies of Apsley
gneiss. Much of the gneiss, however, is rich in
garnet, sillimanite, and mica. The question arises
whether these Al-rich gneisses are a product of
reaction with the Loon Lake magma.
The Apsley gneiss is similar to quartzofeldspathic gneisses in many Precambrian terranes, and some of the problems discussed here
may be of wider significance. Engel and Engel
(1953, 1958, 1960), in several publications,
have discussed a very similar gneiss unit in the
northwestern Adirondacks. A preliminary study
of the Apsley gneiss has already been made
(Simony 1960).
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Stratigraphy
Correlation of stratigraphic units in Peterborough, Hastings, and Haliburton Counties is
difficult, because of ( a ) a general absence of
marker horizons; ( b ) the structural complexity,
involving bed repetition by isoclinal folding, and
a variety of styles of deformation; (c) absence
of way-up criteria; ( d ) major fault-systems; and
(e) the complicating effects of igneous intrusions. These difficulties increase, in a general
way, as the metamorphic grade increases4.e.
going north and west from Madoc.
S. B. Lumbers has extensively studied the
rocks in this area and has assessed previous
attempts at a regional stratigraphic synthesis.
His conclusions (1967a,b; 1969) present a
coherent view of the historical evolution of this
part of the Grenville (structural) Province.
This synthesis is presented in Fig. l1 and in an
abbreviated form in Table 1, which includes
other correlation schemes proposed in individual townships.
It is apparent from Table 1 that there is a
fundamental difference between Hewitt and
James and Lumbers, over the relative positions
of the Hermon and the Dungannon Formations.
"According to Hewitt and James (1956), in
Mayo Township the Herman formation of
metasediments and some amphibolites
forms the upper part of the Mayo group
and overlies the Dungannon formation
which is predominantly carbonate metasediments and calcareous metasandstone
and rnetasiltstone. The author however has
found that the Hermon formation underlies
their Dungannon formation and consists of
mafic and felsic metavolcanics equivalent
to the Tudor metavolcanics and the Oak
Lake formation, together with some metagraywacke and feldspathic metasediments
correlatable with the Vansickle formation."
(Lumbers 1967a, pp. 136-7) )
Some of the evidence supporting this statement comes from Lumbers' observation ( 1967a,
p. 148) that the Turriff volcanics overlie a rusty
schist unit, whereas Hewitt and James claim the
reverse. His other evidence is the interpretation
that the northeast-trending Detlor anticline of
1Lithologies have been generalized in Fig. 1, and
the legend includes all quartz-feldspar gneisses with
the Apsley gneiss: the imprecision thus introduced is
minor.
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Dungannon and Mayo Townships is actually a
syncline.
If Lumbers' view is correct, then the Dungannon Formation is in part the equivalent of
the Hermon Group and in fact
"All but the lower part of the Hermon
group either interfingers with, or is equivalent to, all but the upper part of the Mayo
group." (Lumbers, 1967a, p. 176)
This view is supported by Lumbers' further
claim that
". . . marble of the Dungannon formation
. . . in southern Lake township interfingers
with, and overlies, the Vansickle formation. . ." (Lumbers, 1967~1,p. 143)
As a consequence, the Apsley and Lasswade
Formations must apparently overlie the Oak
Lake Formation and other formations of the
Hermon Group
". . . the calcareous metasandstone and
metasiltstone in southern Faraday township previously assigned to the Detlor
member by Hewitt ( 1959) is in the lower
part of the Apsley formation and overlies
and interfingers with the upper part of the
Dungannon formation. The complexly
folded Lasswade marble . . . interfingers
with, and overlies, the Apsley formation.
. . . In southern Faraday, northwestern
Wollaston, and northern Chandos townships, Hewitt (1959, 1962) and Shaw
( 1962) erroneously assigned the Lasswade
marble to the Dungannon formation."
(Lumbers 1967a, p. 157)
However, Lumbers here quotes incorrectly,

since the Lasswade marble was clearly placed
above the Dungannon (Shaw, 1962, p. 2 1 ) . The
relationship between the rather similar Lasswade and Dungannon Formations has not been
finally clarified.
". . . the boundary between the Lasswade
marble and the Dungannon formation is
. . . subject to revision." (Lumbers, 1967a,
p. 163)
Whether the East Road gneiss correlates
with the Apsley Formation, as maintained by
Lumbers, is still uncertain. The writer interpreted it as lying higher in the sequence in 1962
(see Table 1 ), but this now appears unlikely.
It appears to correlate with the Ridge arkose,
which in turn appears to pass into the Oak Lake
Formation in southern Lake Township. If the
Apsley is also an equivalent, then Lumbers'
regional interpretation would require extensive
modification, but this is not certain.

Petrography
The gneisses occur in well-stratified sequences, and usually possess a marked schistosity that is parallel to the (presumed) bedding.
They have a fine or medium grain size, are gray
to black or speckled in a fresh specimen, and
weather gray. The principal mineral constituents invariably include quartz, oligoclase, and
biotite; in some varieties, microcline, garnet,
scapolite, and hornblende are present. Common
accessory minerals include tourmaline, muscovite, magnetite, pyrite, pyrrhotite, sphene, rutile,
apatite, zircon, and calcite. Porphyroblasts of

TABLE
2. Approximate mean modal composition of the gneiss facies

Biotite gneiss
Sodica
Potassica
Quartz
Plagioclase
Microcline
Biotite
Garnet
Hornblende
Sillirnanite
Cordierite
Diopside
Scapolite
Epidote
Calcite
a. From Simony (1960)
b. See text

Biotite-hornblende gneiss
Sodic
Potassic

Pelitic
gneiss

Calcornagnesian
gneiss
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feldspar are common. The average modal com- their mutual proportions varying considerably.
Some of these rocks are barren of microcline:
position is given in Table 2.
Biotite gneiss is the most abundant member in some the percentage exceeds 50. Felsic
of the gneiss sequence and underlies much of minerals are somewhat less abundant in the
Chandos Township. It is well exposed near fourth group, and the dark minerals locally
Apsley and along highway No. 504 between form more than 5 0 % of the rock; scapolite
Apsley and Lasswade. The rocks exposed in commonly occurs, and plagioclase is then less
the latter area are highly folded and show abundant or absent. Microcline is present in
numerous zones of rusty weathering. As the only one specimen, but here it forms 3 0 % of
belt is followed south towards Methuen Town- the rock. Microcline is absent from most of the
ship it becomes intimately injected with sills third group also.
Accessory minerals together do not exceed 2
and dikes of pegmatite; few of these pegmatites are large enough to show on the map, but or 3 % of a rock, but calcite is more abundant
in places they amount to nearly half the area of in the fourth group.
Simony (1960) claimed that the biotite
outcrop.
Minor amounts of sulfides are common, paragneisses can be divided into two groups.
especially where strong folding has taken place. The first is rich in plagioclase and low in microWhere the sulfide content exceeds 1 %, the cline (47 and 2 % on the average) and he
gneiss usually weathers readily to a rusty sur- called this sodic paragneiss. The other group
face, and it becomes difficult to identify the has less plagioclase and more microcline (33
and 19 % ) and is the potassic paragneiss.
rock.
Out of 122 thin sections examined in the
The well-stratified character, and the frequent slight textural and compositional changes present study, 79 contain less than 5 % potash
from layer to layer, suggest that the gneisses feldspar. These gneisses average 45-55 %
were originally clastic sediments. The usual plagioclase. In the rocks containing more than
absence of the aluminous minerals character- 10 % potash feldspar, 30 to 40 % plagioclase is
istic of high-grade pelitic schists and the present. About the same figures were found
abundance of feldspar suggest a composition of when group ( a ) alone was considered. The
existence of the potassic and sodic facies is thus
sandy mud, graywacke, or silicic tuffs.
Minerals that are characteristic of argilla- confirmed, but the population is not bimodal,
ceous or pelitic metamorphic rocks (sillimanite, since there are wide fluctuations in quartz concordierite, staurolite) are seldom encountered, tent also (rocks low in potash feldspar have
except in the northern part of the metamorphic the same range in plagioclase percentage as the
aureole of the Loon Lake pluton. Within the whole group).
Plagioclase composition varies in the range
main biotite gneiss belt, it thus appears that
shales were rare in the original sequence. If Anlo-Anso, the average lying close to Anl5.
Among the specimens studied, about half are
the protolith was graywacke, these circumstances are unusual, because in younger rocks biotite paragneisses; the remaining three groups
it is common to find graywacke interbedded have about equal abundances. Most of the calcomagnesian gneisses of group (d) came from
with shale.
On the basis of mineralogical composition, one section where beds were sampled closely
four groups may be recognized. These are char- and their abundance is not representative of the
acterized by significant amounts of the follow- whole formation; the same is undoubtedly true
ing materials :
of the pelitic gneisses. Approximate abundances
( a ) biotite;
would be given by the ratios 10/2/1/1 for
(b) biotite and hornblende;
groups a/b/c/d. Approximate modal composi(c) garnet and one or more of sillimanite, tion is given in Table 2. Variation is considerable
cordierite, staurolite; and
and exact percentages would have little value;
(d) hornblende and diopside or epidote.
the figures in Table 2 are based on point-countQuartz, plagioclase, and microcline make up ing about 1500 points in each of about 120 thin
70 to 90 % of the rocks in the first three groups, sections.
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TABLE
3. Major oxides (wt. Z ) in
standard ieference samples
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G-l

Si02
TiO?
~1203
Fep03
FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20
K zO
P20,
H2O-t
H 2 0CO2
Total

analvses. with adeauate mecision and an accuracy which can c e judied from Table 3.
Trace elements were determined using emission spectrographic methods. Precision is indicated in Table 4: accuracy cannot be estimated
J

W-l

A

R

R

72.57
0.26
14.43
0.79
0.98
0.03
0.36
1.31
3.32
5.53
0.07
0.37
0.04
0.07
100.13

72.64
0.26
14.04
0.87
0.96
0.03
0.38
1.39
3.32
5.48
0.09
0.34
0.06
0.07
99.93

52.41
1.10
14.94
1.40
8.72
0.17
6.65
10.85
2.18
0.62
0.14
0.62
0.12
0.06
99.98

R
~

8.72
0.17
6.62
10.96
2.15
0.64
0.14
0.53
0.16
0.06
101.11

A. Mean of 7 analyses.
B. Mean o f 6 analyses.
R . Recommended values from Fleischer (1969).

TABLE
4. Analytical precision for
spectrographic analyses
Element

C (%)

Element

Be
Ga
Cr

6.4
16
7.8
5.8
21
9.5
17

Y
Mn
Sc
Zr
Sr
Ba
Rb

V

1.i
Ni
Cu
C

=

since the standard reference samples G-1 and
W-1 were included with each batch analyzed,
and were used to establish the calibration cirves,
along with artificial standards. For most of the
elements sought, the abundances in G-1 and
W- 1 are now reasonably well-known.
Sample localities are indicated on Fig. 1.

52.61
1.07
14.85
-

C

'

Average Chemical Composition2
Discussion will be restricted to the biotite
gneiss, the principal rock-type.
The mean ( m ) and standard deviation (s)
of the 49 biotite gneisses analyzed are presented
in Table 5. For comparison, averages of granodiorite, Rensselaer graywacke, and Eocene sandstone of the western United States are included.
The Apsley gneiss more closely resembles
granodiorite than sandstone in its major elements; the sandstone is richer in Si and poorer
in Al, Na, and K. Trace elements are generally
similar in all three rock-types, but some distinctive features are seen: ( a ) the Apsley gneiss is
richer in Sc; the large value of s, however, indicates the influence of a few high values on the
mean; (b) the Rensselaer graywacke is richer in
Zr, Sr, and Ba; abundances of the last two are so
high that systematic errors may be present. Element ratios do not suggest any significant differences between the three rock types.
Comparison of average compositions can be
misleading, when samples are small or the populations involved are very dispersed. Even when
mean values are similar, comparison of composition fields may nevertheless reveal differences.
Moreover, there is no necessity that all of the
gneiss specimens be either igneous or sedimentary; some may be one, some the other. The
significant criterion is whether an individual
specimen falls within or outside the limits of
variability of a particular rock type. This will
be examined in the following pages.

(z)
-

4.9
-

12
7.2
6.3
16

Coefficient o f variation, evaluated from the pooled variance of
sets of the logarithms of triplicate analyses and expressed in
arithmetic units.

Sampling and Analysis
Rock was collected at each sampling-point
by breaking fresh rock into chips amounting to
1 kg or more, depending on the degree of homogeneity of the outcrop.
Following crushing in a Braun-type steel jaw
crusher, the rock was reduced to -200 mesh
powder, using ceramic disk grinders or, in most
cases, a cobalt-bonded tungsten carbide automatic mortar and pestle. Tests with pure quartz
indicated that contamination was not important, except in the case of cobalt (analyses of
which were discarded).
Major elements were determined by procedures adapted at McMaster University from
the so-called "rapid methods", of chemical

--

2Results of individual analyses have been deposited
in, and are available from, the Depository of Unpublished Data, National Science Library, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada, K I A
OS2.
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TABLE
5. Comparison of average Apsley biot~tegneiss with granodiorite and sandstone
Apsley biotite gneiss
m
s

Average
granodioritea

119 Rensselaer
graywackesb

228 Eocene
sandstonesc

66.9
0.57
15.7

70.7
0.64
12.6
5.0

73.4
0.27
8.0
1.1
0.42
0.073
I .O
5.5
1.1
1.9
0.076
1.5
0.59
4.5
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SiO, (Wt. %)
TiO,
A1203
Fez03
FeO
Mno
MgO
CaO
Na20
K zO
p205
HzO+
H20-

66.5
0.64
14.6
1.83
3.8
0.10
2.2
1.9
3.8
3.1
0.17
0.78
0.14
0.13
0.47
1.4
16
43
69
41
II
17
39
40
1 60
180
550
70
12
75

coz

S
Be (ppni)
Ga
Cr
V
Li
Ni
Co
Cu
Y
Sc
Zr
Sr
Ba
Rb
10" /Fmd
Ca /Sr

6.0
0.25
1.8
1.9
1.4
0.059
1.3
I .O
1.2
1.6
0.08
0.38
0.09
0.20
0.22
0.39
2.8
35
45
48
9.8

-

10
16
137
120
52
450
39

-

-

-

3.78*

-

1.57
3.56
3.84
3.07

0.083
1.5
1.6
2.8
2.2

-

-

-

-

-

2.6
44
78

18
30
75

11
22
32

-

15
10
25
140
440
500

11
16
37
27
410
1640
4400

19
58

17
7

-

12
6.5
II
140
390
580
18
100

-

a. Taylor

1968
b. Ondrick 1968.
c. Vine and Tourtelot 1970.
d . F m = Mg
Fe+2 Fed3
'Total iron.

+

+

+ Mniz.

Scatter Diagrams
Chemical criteria for the recognition of premetamorphic protoliths have been discussed by
many authors. For example, the recent study by
Davoine ( 1969) discussed the chemical composition of leptynites in comparison with
igneous rocks and arkose. Using analyses of 33
rhyolites, 33 dacites, and 32 arkoses, the origins
of the 46 leptynites he studied could be discriminated on the following bases:
( a ) paraleptynites average <2.5 % CaO and
<7 % ( N a 2 0 K 2 0 )
( b ) ortholeptynites average >2.5 % CaO
(i) rhyolitic ortholeptynites average
> 7 % (NazO K 2 0 )
(ii) dacite ortholeptynites average <7 %
(Na-0 K20)

+

+

+

( c ) paraleptynites lie closer to the quartz apex
in the normative quartz-albite-orthoclase
diagram (Fig. 6 in the present paper shows
a less clear-cut distinction than Davoine's
Fig. 1, but this may be attributed to his
restriction of sedimentary rocks to arkose) .
In a similar way Chesworth (1970) has recently considered the origin of the Glamorgan
gneiss, which outcrops some 30 km northwest
of Apsley. Comparison of 4 analyses of this unit
with average sedimentary and igneous rocks led
to the conclusion that chemical similarities are
greater with dacite than with graywacke. In
addition, the average gneiss has proportions of
K20, Fe2O:i
in the
MgO, N a 2 0
calkalic field of intermediate volcemic rocks,
rather than having tholeiitic or alkalic affinities.

+

+

F S ~ O
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TABLE
6. Discrimination diagrams

Moine & de la Roche (1968)

N

=

K

=

s

Weisbrod (1 969)

A
N

=
=
=

+

+ +
+

Si /(Si Al Fe+3
Fe+2)
Al /(Fe+ 3

Dennen and Moore (1969)
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+

(A1 Fe + T i ) / 3 - Na
(Al+Fe+Ti)/3 - K
Si - 2Ca - 2Na
~1 + Fe Mg - Na - K - 2Ca
Na+K+Ca

F
Q

Kohler & Raaz (1951 modified)

=
=

+ Fe+2)

(felsics - mafics)
(excess or deficient Si)

Atoms
Atoms

WL. per cent
Normative

ACF

Atoms

AKF
Qtz-Or-Ab
Or-Ab-An

Atoms
Normative
Normative

TABLE
7. Data-file screening routine
- --

-

IGNEOUS ROCKS

SEDIMENTS

SCREENING
50%

<

Si02

<

80%

10

<

A1203

<

19

MgO

<

6

CaO

c

6

Na20

<

6.5

K20

<

7.3

P205

<

2

C02

<

5

>

0.0

Larsen Index

OUTPUT

278

506

Before examining multidimensional methods,
the use of binary scatter diagrams may be considered. Many such diagrams have been proposed, especially for distinguishing ortho- and
paragneisses. In addition to those indicated in
Table 6, Osann's AI-Si-(FM Ti Ca) and
K ) (Johannsen 1939, pp. 68Al-Ca-(Na
82), the Niggi k-mg and Leake's (1964)
(Mg-Ca-A1 Na K ) diagrams have all been
investigated; none are of any use with quartzfeldspar gneisses.

+
+

+ +

+

Of those listed in Table 6, the last four are
well known and need no description. The first
three are recent and appeared to show promise.
For example, LeFort and Ehrstrom (1969)
have used the Moine - de la Roche diagram to
infer a keratophyric origin for leptynites of the
Belledonne - Vieux Chaillol Massif. The Kohler and Raaz diagram was modified from the
form originally proposed (detailed calculation
procedures are in the Appendix: Fortran computer programs are available). It has been used
by Bouska (1968) to infer a sedimentary origin
for moldavites.
The procedural approach was as follows. A
magnetic tape file of about 2000 published rock
allalyses was available, each analysis being
referenced as igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic. All the igneous and all the sedimentary
analyses of generally similar composition to the
Apsley gneiss were (separately) extracted by
the screening indicated in Table 7. This procedure was designed to extract all analyses lying
within the approximate range rn ? 2s for the
Apsley biotite gneiss (Table 5 ) , except in the
case of P and COz, which were used only to
exclude certain sediments. The appropriate
parameters were calculated and plotted using a
Benson-Lehner off-line plotter. Their limits of
composition were contoured (Fig. 2 ) or simply
outlined (Figs. 3-8), and similar plots of the
Apsley gneiss superimposed.
Five of the diagrams clearly indicate sedimentary compositions which do not overlap with
igneous rocks. Sufficient analyses were used that
the conclusions summarized in Table 8 may be
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SEDIMENTARY

N
FIG.2. Weisbrod plot; ( a ) 278 screened igneous rocks; contours are: >0.4, > 1.4, >2.9, >4.3%;
( b ) 49 Apsley biotite gneiss; ( c ) 506 screened sedimentary rocks; contours are: >0.2, >0.8, >: 1.5,
>2.3%; counter area 0.25%.

FIG. 3. Kohler-Raaz plot. 49 Apsley biotite gneiss with
fields of 278 screened igneous (continuous line) and 506
screened sedimentary rocks (dashed line).

FIG.4. Moine - de la Roche plot. 49 A.psley biotite
gneiss with fields of 278 screened igneous (continuous line)
and 506 screened sedimentary rocks (dashed line).

Table 8. Results from major element scatter diagrams

This moderate success with binar,y diagrams
suggests that it would be desirable to combine
the most useful parameters from each diagram, using multivariate analysis.
Diagrams using trace elements were also
investigated. The magnetic tape file also contained trace-element data, but only from studies
where control or calibration using standard
reference rocks (e.g. G-1, W-1 ) suggested the
published data to be of acceptable quality, and
where major elements were also reported. The
number of useful analyses of this kind is remarkably limited and only towards the end of the
study did the sandstone analyses silmmarized
in Table 5 become available.
The approach used was slightly different.
Instead of screening out the appropriate set of
analyses, all igneous and all sedimentary analy-

1. Fields of igneous compositions are more restricted
than for sedimentary rocks.
2. Out of 49 specimens of Apsley biotite gneiss:
8 are almost certainly sedimentary
3 are very probably sedimentary
38 are igneous and /or sedimentary
3. The most useful diagrams are:
Kohler and Raaz
Weisbrod
Moine and de la Roche
Or-Ab-An
Qtz-Or-Ab

tentatively accepted-i.e. it is unlikely that many
igneous or sedimentary rocks have compositions
outside the limits shown on the diagrams. From
8 to 11 Apsley gneisses are likely of sedimentary
composition; the others are not discriminated.
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FIG. 5. Normative Or-AbAn plot. 49 Apsley biotite gneiss with fields of 278 screened igneous (continuous line) and 506 screened sedimentary rocks
(dashed line). Vacant fields stippled.
FIG.6. Normative Qtz-Ab-Or plot. 49 Apsley biotite gneiss with fields of 278 screened igneous (continuous line) and 506 screened sedimentary rocks
(dashed line I . Vacant fields stippled.
FIG.7. ACF plot. 49 Apsley hiotite gneiss with fields of 278 screened igneous (continuous line) and 506 screened sedimentary rocks (dashed line).
Vacant fields stippled.
FIG. 9. AKF plot. 49 Apsley hiotite gneiss with fields of 278 screened igneous (continuous line) and 506 screened sedimentary rocks (dashed line).
Vacant fields stippled.
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FIG. 9. V ppm plotted against I.a~sen index for 237 igneous (solid line) and 113 sedimentary
(dashed line) rock analyses. Apsley biotite gneisses superimposed.
FIG. 10. IOW/FM plotted against Larsen index for 237 igneous (solid line) and 114 sedimentary
(dashed line) rock analyses. Apsley biotite gneisses superimposed.

ses were plotted against the modified Larsen
Index (Si/3.+ K - Ca - Mg wt. % ) . Superimposition of the igneous, the sedimentary, and
the Apsley composition fields yielded numerous
diagrams (e.g. Figs. 9-12), suggesting that although trace elements might help discriminate
some rock origins, the possibility is not encouraging for the Apsley gneiss.

Discriminatory Analysis
It is unnecessary nowadays to give detailed
explanations of discriminant function analysis,
since many references are available (e.g. Krumbein and Graybill 1965; Merriam 1968). In
the present context the technique was used to
look for the best ways to use rock analyses to
choose between sedimentary and igneous Apsley
protoliths.
The first approach was to select the most
promising scatter diagram variables on the basis
of the results already obtained, avoiding unnecessary duplication (e.g. Kohler and Raaz Q

is nearly identical with nornlativc quartz), as
follows :

XI
X4
X;

= Larsen
=N
=

F

Index

X2
Xs

=
=

S
K

X3
X6

- QA
=

Variables X, to X i were computed for the
screened analyses (284 igneous, 608 sedimentary). Accepting the axioms that Apsley biotite
gneisses could only be igneous or sedimentary
(i.e. excluding metasomatic- changes), ' with
equal probability for either case, the following
two-group discriminant function was calculated:

Calculation of values of DF1 for each of the 49
gneisses permitted an assignment to the igneous
(DF1 > 0 ) or the sedimentary DF1 < 0 )
group. The Mahalanobis D2 parameter of 5.47
indicated (by an F-test) a highly significant
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FIG. I I. Ni ppm plotted against Larsen index for 237 igneous (solid line) and 114 sedimentary
(dashed line) rock analyses. Apsley biotite gneisses superimposed.
FIG. 12. Ca/Sr plotted against Larsen index for 237 igneous (solid line) and 114 sedimentary
(dashed line) rock analyses. Apsley biotite gneisses superimposed.

TABLE
9. Variance contributions for the several discriminant functiuns
DFl

DF2

XI

0.56

TiO?

x

2

0.99

A1203

x3

2.47

Fe203*

X,

- 1.39

Xd
X6
X7

- 1.50

*

= Total Fc.

a

=

0.09
4.43

Si02

0.38

Fe20a*

0.24

0.02

MgO

0.58

Mg0

0.47

CaO

0.28

CaO
NanO
K2 0

0.41
3.06
0.89

Na20
K2 0

2.56
0.62

0.06
-0.00

Equal to Mahalanobis D2.

P = Probability of misclassification.
nl =

number o f analyses of igneous rock.

nz = number of analyses of sedimentary rock.
CVN

=

DF4

DF3

(Cr X V X ~ i ) ; .

Si02
Fe203*
MgO
CaO
Na20
K2 0
Cr
V
Ni
Sr

DF5
1.18
-0.58
-0.91
1.34
0.65
1.63
2.1 1
-0.73
3.70
0.07

SiO?
Fe20,*
MgO
CaO
Na20
K2 0
CVN
Sr

1.12
-0.71
-0.43
1.45
0.80
1.53
3.41
0.06
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discrimination, with assignment error probability of 0.24.
Of course the various scatter diagram variables used in this discriminatory analysis are already linear combinations of the basic variables
-the metal or oxide abundances. A better
approach might therefore be to let these variables 'speak for themselves', so the second
function calculated (DF2) used the following
(wt. % ) :
Xp = A1203
XI = TiOz
X 3 = total Fe as Fe203
X , = MgO
X 5 = CaO
X, = Na20
X, = K 2 0
The variance contributions listed in Table 9
indicate Na and K to be the principal contributions to D2. This does not only reflect the
difference in Na/K ratios between igneous and
sedimentary rocks, which was largely eliminated
in the screening, it rather indicates that quartzofeldspathic igneous rocks contain more total
alkalies (feldspar) than sandstones.
The probability of misclassification (0.27)
shows that DF2 is a little less efficient than D F l .
Moreover, Table 9 also indicates the contributions of Ti and Al to be of negligible value; they
were discarded, substituting silica, to obtain a
third function DF3. Table 9 indicates that Si02
does in fact contribute significantly to the new
function DF3, but the probability of error is
little different. The function obtained follows
(wt. % ) :
DF3 = - 0.21Si02 - 0.32Fe2O3
(total Fe) - 0.98Mg0 0.55Ca0
1.46Na20 0.54K20 10.44
The effect of including trace elements was
next investigated. Only 95 igneous and 50 sedimentary analyses containing non-zero values
for Cr, V, Ni, and Sr were available. DF4 was
calculated using these trace elements (ppm)
as well as the major oxides from DF3. The
probability of misclassification was markedly
lower and the function is as follows:
DF4 = 0.42SiOa 0.30Fe20, d.89Mg0
1.53Ca0 0.58Na20
2.07K20 - 0.037Cr 0.005V
- 0.027Ni - 0.001Sr - 39.59
Coefficients for the trace elements are given
with three decimals because the abundances
(in ppm) are usually larger numbers than for
the oxides.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

A fifth function was calculated, replacing Cr,
V, and Ni by a single variable equal to the cube
root of their product (assuming lognormal distributions), but is less efficient, as indicated in
Table 9.
Testing of the last two discriminant functions
showed a disproportionately high fraction of
sedimentary samples to be misclassified, suggesting an inhomogeneous population. This was
further illustrated by applying DF4 to the
average compositions in Table 5, when the average Eocene sandstone gives a value of f 3 . 9 ,
in the igneous field, whereas with DF3 it gives
-0.8, in the sedimentary range. Looking at the
coefficients in DF4, these results indicate that
many sediments are not as rich in Cr, V, Ni, and
Sr as might be expected, relative to the major
oxides. The lower theoretical probability of
misclassification for DF4 and DF5 (Table 9 ) ,
compared with D F l , 2, and 3, arises from the
small number of input data used to calculate
the discriminant functions and is consequently
rather misleading.
The results of applying all five functions to
classifying the Apsley biotite gneisses are compared in Table 10 to results obtained using
scatter diagrams (in many cases DF4 and 5
could not be used because of trace-element
figures below the sensitivity limit). It is seen that
DF2 and 3 lead to identical assignments, and
these generally agree also with the results of
DF1 and with scatter diagrams. These results are
not entirely unexpected, since all are based on
the same oxide variables. DF4 and 5 assign
numerically fewer but relatively more samples
to the sedimentary group.
In summary, out of 49 specimens, 13 may be
accepted confidently as having a sedimentary
precursor ( 3 or more times assigned to S ) , a
further 5 may be sedimentary, but the remaining
3 1 appear indisputably igneous having positive
D F values. The average Apsley gneiss (Table 5)
gives values +0.65 and 1.23 for DF3 and
DF4 respectively, indicating igneous parentage
in accord with the majority (about 60 % ) of
the individual specimens. The gneiss appears
thus to consist of interstratified volcanics and
sandstones.

+

Comments on Discrimination Methods
The discriminant functions given here can be
applied to other problematical gneiss-units
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TABLE10. Classification of Apsley biotite gneiss samples by different procedures
Sample
Number

Diagrams

DFI

DF2

DF3

DFil

DF5

C1

I or S

C3
C4
C5
C6

I or S
I or S
S '!
1 or S

I
I
I
I
S

S
S
I
I
S

S
S
I
I
S

I
I
I
I
1

I
1
I
I

1794

I or S

I

I

1

1795
1803
1822
1823

I or S
I or S
S
S

I
S
S
S

I
I
S
S

I
I
S
S

197-1
105-1
107- 1
107-4
L-5B

I
I
I
I
I

or S
or S
orS
orS
or S

I
I
I
I
S

1
I
I
I

1
I
1
I

S

L-10

I or S

I

L-12
L-13A
B-4
F-2
F-4

1 or S
1 or S

P-11
R-7
AB-1
AB-2

I or S
S
I or S
1orS
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--

I orS
1 or S
I or S

1 indicates igneous classification.
S Indicates sedtmentary classification.
* N o result.

I

e

*

*

I
S

I
S

*
I

*
I

*

*

I

I

S

*
*

I

I

*

*

I
S
I
I
I

I
S
1
I
I

1

*
*

1

1
I

T

1
I

I

I
1

S
I
1
I

1
I
1

*

*
*

*

*
*

I

T

*

Y

*
*

*
a

c

*

a

x
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where ( a ) the available analyses conform to the
screening illustrated in Table 7, ( b ) there is
equal probability of the rock being igneous or
sedimentary, and (c) there is no third possible
parental group. When so applied it should be
borne in mind that, ( d ) there is a substantial
probability of erroneous classification (hence
numerous samples are desirable), and (e) the
power of discrimination is limited by any shortcomings of the original data used to establish the
functions. Although many analyses were used, it
is always possible that some group of igneous
or sedimentary rocks was poorly represented.
Bearing these points in mind, these functions
are nevertheless faster to use and better suited
for discriminatory analysis than the scatter diagrams so widely favored by petrographers. The
chief advantage of diagrams is of course visual
convenience and the possibility of gaining some
additional insight into chemical relationships,
but they are not readily quantified.
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Appendix: Kohler-Raaz Diagram
The diagram proposed by Kohler and Raaz (1951)
consists of a double equilateral triangle. The corners
represent the cation proportions F, fm, and qz where
F = comprises the cation components of feldspars
and acmite, excluding Si;
fm = comprises the cation components of pyroxenes,
muscovite and sillimanite, excluding Si;
qz = denotes Si.
In a given rock qz may be positwe, representing free
quartz, or negative. A negative qz value means that the
rock is undersaturated and some of the cations used for
F or fm are actually present in undersaturated minerals.
The double nature of the triangle arises from having
one apex for +qz and the other for -qz, the corners F
and fm being common to both.
Before making the calculation Ca is reduced by equivalent amounts of P. Similarly Fe is reduced by the equivalent of any S, on the basis that the Fe is bound in the rock
as sulfide. Any C (as COz) is added to fm, but is not
allocated any Si.
The procedure used by Kohler and Raaz-has been
modified in the following ways:
(1) analyses are recalculated to 100 wt. %, excluding
H,O+, HzO-, but including Pzos, CO2, and S;
cation proportions are multiplied by 100;
(2) the parameters calculated are expressed as sums of
the cation norm minerals, rather than the cation
proportions themselves;
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(3) the procedure for allocating the cations to sillimanite
and muscovite in Al-rich rocks has been simplified;
(4) the procedure used for carbonate-rich rocks allows
for the fact that calcite may remain as a stable metamorphic phase;
(5) the final recalculation of qz, F, and fm as per cent, in
order to plot on a double triangle, has been omitted
in favor of a rectilinear plot of q vs. f ( = F - fm),
whose units are normative constituents per 103g rock.
The interpretation of the diagrams differs very little from
that of Kohler and Raaz, except that the directions of
positive and negative axes are reversed.
Analyses should include the following components:
SiOz
MnO
p as
MgO
HzO+
TiOz
CaO
H?OA1203
NazO
CO?
Fez03
KzO
S
FeO
The absence of water is unimportant, except to verify the
sum, since the first step is to recalculate the analysis to
100 wt.
on a dry basis, excluding H 2 0 + , Hz0-.
Cation or atomic proportions are then calculated, and
ntultiplied by 100 to obtain the units referred to in the
following by these symbols:
Si
(Fe2)
Na
S
Ti
Mn
K
Alk ( = Na
K)
A1
Mg
P
Fe3
(Ca)
C

+

Ferrous iron is further corrected for sulfur bound as FeS,
and calcium for phosphorus bound as apatite3, to obtain
Fe2 = (Fe2) - S
and Ca = (Ca) - 5P/3
The treatment of C (representing COz) is as follows:

+

+ +
+

+

Fe2 Fe3 Ti
Mn
Calculate Fm = Mg
caeq = (Al - Na - K)/2 Fm
and
If caeq (the Ca component of feldspar and pyroxene)
> C there will be no calcite remaining in the metamorphosed rock and C is disregarded. If C > caeq
> Ca the same results obtains. If C > caeq and Ca >
caeq then an amount of calcium equal to caeq will
Di, leaving the excess calcium as
react to form An
calcite.
In the last case, however, there may not be sufficient
silicon to form Di, in which case some more calcium is
rejected and remains as calcite. Rocks of this kind Fall in
classes 3 and 4 (q-v.) and the procedure followed prevents
any calcium used in the Wo component of Maf from
k i n g associated with a negative contribution lo q ; this is
judged to be the most realistic way 10 compute the
parameters for such rocks.
The first steps are thus
caeq = +(A1 - Alk) f Fm
Now if C < caeq, then Ca* = Ca
if C > caeq, and if Ca > caeq, then Ca* = caeq;
excess calcium is combined with some of the

+

coz

if C

> caeq > Ca, then Ca*

=

Ca.

3In phosphatic sediments analytical errors sometimes
lead to negative results for this correction.
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The procedure to be followed now depends on the
magnitude of Al:
Class 1
Al > 3Alk
2Ca*
2Ca* > A1 > Alk
2Ca*
Class 2
3Alk
2Ca* > A1 > Alk
Class 3
Alk
Class 4
Alk > A1

+
+
+

+
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The parameters computed are Fel, Maf, and q, and the
first two are subtracted t o obtain f. The sequence of
operations for each class is listed below.
Class I
(a) An
id) AI'
(c) Mu
(d) Al"
(e) Sill

=
=

=
=
=

Class 2
(a) An =
(b) AI' =
(c) Mu =
(d) Alk' =
(e) Kf =
(f) MU' =

5Ca*
AI-2~a*
7Alk
Al' - 3Alk
3A11c" /2

(f)

5Ca*
A1 - 2Ca*
7AI1/3
Alk - Al' 13
15Alk' /2
MU - 7Alk1/2

(g) Fel =
(h) Px =
(i) Maf =
f =
(j)
q =
(k)
- Fm

Px = 2Fm
Fel = An
(h) Maf = Px
Mu
Sill
f = Fel - Maf
(i)
q = Si - 2Ca*
(j)
- 3Alk - Fm - A1"/2

(g)

+

+
+

+

An
Kf
2Fm
PX MU'
Fel - Maf
Si - 2Ca*
- Al' - Alk1/3

Class 3
(a) Kf = 5Alk
(d) Ca' = Ca* - AI'/2
(e) Fel = An
Kf
(b) A1' = A1 - Alk
(c) An = 5AI'/2
(f) If C > caeq, let qz' = Si - 3Alk - Al';
if qz' > Ca', go t o g;
if qz' < O , g o t o h ;
if qz' > 0, let Ca' = qz', and go to g.
(g) Fm' = Fm Ca'
(h) Maf = 2Frn' (or 2Fm, if qz' < 0)
(i)
f = Fel - Maf
(j)
q = Si - 3Alk - Al' - Fm'

+

+

Class 4
(a) Kf = 5A1
(d) Fel = Kf
Acm
(b) Alk' = Alk - A1
(e) Fm' = Fm - Alk'
(c) Acm = 4Alk'
(f) If C > caeq, let qz' = Si - 3A1 - 2Alk;
~fqz' > Ca*, go t o g ;
if qz' < 0, go t o h ;
if qz' > 0, let Ca* = qz', and go to g.
(g) Fm" = Frn'
Ca*
(h) Maf = 2Fm" (or 2Fm1, if qz' < 0)
(i)
f = Fel - Maf
(j)
q = Si - 3A1 - 2Alk' - Fm'

+

+
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